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Interview

Success is contagious
Accumulated knowledge in a small area and best practices of successful
entrepreneurs trigger an avalanche of other successful companies.
Are successful Slovenian entrepreneurs considered in the public eye as heroes? Probably not!
Unfortunately! Namely, in the opinion of Hermann Simon, professor and renowned business
consultant, good examples set by successful entrepreneurs, gaining healthy
acknowledgement in the society, are key motivators to ambitious entrepreneurial
engagements of young Americans. As for Simon’s native country Germany, it is standing out
by a number of well set, tradition-based companies, which have a low public profile but are
world leaders and a back bone of the German export. The discussion with Simon opens up
the reflection in what way Slovenian companies might be similar to German ones and what
we can learn from both worlds. We talked to him last week, when he gave a lecture at the
leadership conference at IEDC-Bled School of Management.
Which countries have the highest share of companies that are global niche leaders - that
you call “hidden champions”?
Germany, Switzerland, Austria and Luxemburg have almost the same number of hidden
champions per million of inhabitants and clearly differentiate from the rest of countries.
(According to Hermann Simon they have from 14 to 16 HCs /million of inhabitants.) They are
German speaking countries where mid-sized companies play similarly important role. The
role of mid-sized companies presents the biggest difference between Germany and the great
part of the rest of the world.
Why is that so? It that the effect of the government policy or the consequence of cultural
characteristics?
It is a combination of reasons, deeply imbedded in the history. Let me name two of them.
Until 1919 Germany had not been a national state, but a federation composed of 23
monarchies and three republics. Until 1870 those were even completely independent
counties. At that time, the trade between Bavaria and the Saxony, for example, was an
international business. For German entrepreneurs it has therefore always been normal to
reason internationally, quite opposite, for instance, to entrepreneurs in France who have had
for centuries a national state with a big domestic market, the same goes for the USA. The
second reason is that many German regions traditionally developed different knowledge and
skills. In Schwarzwald, for example, watches were made for centuries. Accumulated
knowledge about fine mechanics have now been used in a completely new industry, in
medical technology. Today we have some 450 medico-technological companies in this region.
The majority of them manufacture chirurgical instruments. Another example: in Göttingen, in
the north of Germany, there are 39 companies which work in measurement technology.
Many of them are global market leaders. Why? The University in Göttingen has had for
centuries a leading faculty of mathematics in the world. I could give many more examples of
traditional knowledge transforming into new industries.

If there are so many companies in the same business don’t they take the market from one
another?
No, these companies are not competing among themselves. Let’s take, for example,
measurement technologies from Göttingen. One company deals in impeccable fast rotating
parts for turbo-reactive engines. This company has nothing to do with the company which
specializes in angle measurements. Within those industries an extreme specialization has
been developed.
Are small nations on the account of their market size more inclined to creating world
leading companies?
No, this is not the case. There are many small countries in the world that do not have such
companies.
At the Manager Magazine we have made a list of Slovenian hidden champions - according
to your methodology - and came up with 34 of them. How do you see this number?
It is a very high number. In Italy, for example, they enumerated 76 companies, all in the north
of Italy. This part of Italy indeed stands out by the number of mid-sized companies and
resembles German speaking countries that I have mentioned. The Slovenian
entrepreneurship is similar. If you compare yourself with other countries in the region, the
number of hidden champions in Slovenia is very high.
Nevertheless, many Slovenian entrepreneurs, among them some hidden champions, are
complaining that economic environment in Slovenia is not favorable for entrepreneurs.
I do not understand such complaints, namely what is typical of hidden champions is doing
the major part of their business abroad. So, as far as their revenues are concerned, it is not
too important for them what is going on in the domestic market. Another thing is the labor
market. If conditions are not good in that area, that is indeed another matter.
That is exactly it. The conditions are not good in the area of labor market, taxes and
bureaucracy.
This, on the other hand, is a strong side of Germany ever since Chancellor Schröder set up
agenda 2010, some 10 years ago. His measures lowered labor costs. Now the new
government is turning this to the opposite direction and I think that the German
competitiveness will be weakened in the next 5 to 10 years. The curve of costs, measured as
ratio of productivity and labor costs, has in Germany increased only by 10% in the last 12
years, as compared to France where the ratio increased by 30%. In Italy even more. If you
have problems in that area, you should take them seriously.
In your lecture you quoted Harvard professor Marc Melitz, stating that the success of a
country does not depend on the government but on companies. But this probably does not
discharge the government of its responsibility?
The government can destroy the competitiveness of companies, which is what France is
doing with Holland increasing taxes and by taking similar measures. And not much can be
done for companies to be successful. Of course, the government can play a positive role to a
certain level. In Germany, the government is cofinancing the education system which is
organized in a way where young people have a practical training in companies three days par
week, and two days of education in vocational school, funded by the government. The

government can do a little bit in supporting start-ups – even though I don’t believe that
government officials can be best judges of which companies to invest in. The government can
also help a bit to companies going abroad. But my company, for example, never asked for any
help, because I don’t believe that people in the chamber of commerce know better from us
how to do business in Beijing or Singapore. A friend holding a high position at the Ministry of
Economy in Berlin asks me from time to time for advice, saying that the minister wants to do
something for mid-sized companies. I reply, “please do not do anything”. When I was opening
my company, the bank gave a bunch of forms to fill in so as to get some money from the
government. I turned them down saying that I want to do business not filling in forms. This is
just disturbing my focus. I suggest to entrepreneurs, “do not lose your time thinking what the
government or the members of the parliament are doing. Travel, go to customers, do your
business.” I believe that too many politicians are involved.
Which companies are more important for Germany, big or mid-sized?
Mid-sized, no doubt. Hidden champions, alone – there are 1,300 of those - have created 1.2
million jobs in the last 15 years. Big German companies, listed at index DAX, have in the same
period created 300,000 new jobs. I have nothing against big companies – successful midsized companies are good basis for future big companies. But majority of them do not grow
as fast as Google or Facebook. You will not have such companies in Slovenia. But much can
happen in 15 years.
How important is the environment?
The entrepreneurial mindset is a strong characteristic of the USA and lacking in Europe and in
other parts of the world. A survey has been done at the American university MIT including
graduates since 1950. It showed that each 4th graduate student from MIT founded a
company. Interesting, this number was even higher among non-American students. Koreans
in Korea, for example, never establish a company. Over there it is more respectful to get a job
in a big company. But Koreans studying at MIT founded even more companies than their
American counterparts. The environment being important, the infrastructure and the
accessibility of funds are nevertheless not of prime importance. What is the most important
are good examples. I know in Germany a village with 3,000 inhabitants, one of them founded
a successful export company which is a world leader in road milling machines. Today there
are three global leading companies there, each in its own specialization. This is an epidemic
process – following best examples plays a very important role in the development of
entrepreneurial culture. Europe is not good there. In the USA, individuals like Bill Gates,
Steve Jobs, Michael Dell, Mark Zuckerberg and Sergey Brin are heroes. Some 20 years ago,
students from Harvard business school wanted jobs in big corporations. They dreamed of
becoming CEOs of large corporations. Today 30% to 40% establish their own companies. This
is thanks to the role models who show that it is possible to succeed and get rich with one’s
own business. This is a real change in the value system.
Can then the heritage of the socialist mindset be an obstacle?
I don’t know if it is about the heritage of the socialist mindset. The problem is the culture
which values the safety of jobs too much and is envious towards entrepreneurs who have, for
example, a bigger house and a bigger car.

At the end, let’s go back to incontentment with the economic system. Some important
entrepreneurs are threatening to move their companies out of Slovenia. Should such
threats be taken seriously? Can entrepreneurs easily move to another country?
Such threats should be taken very seriously. Companies do not move easily, but they do
move. Many companies from Germany moved to Switzerland where conditions were better.
That was especially the case before the changes made by Chancellor Schröder. Now French
companies are going abroad. After the merger of the French cement company Lafarge with
the Swiss Holcimom, headquarters of the merged company will be in Switzerland. Then there
are Netherlands and Luxemburg which have lower taxes and more favorable regulations –
they attract numerous companies. Taxes are very important, but not the only important
thing. Many governments put up invisible bureaucratic barriers which are very dangerous.
Should Slovenian government be worried because Studio Moderna, for example, has its
headquarters in Netherlands?
I didn’t know that. Of course, the government should be worried, because obviously Sandi
Češko had a reason to move headquarters abroad. And in the future, he will not remain the
only one…
He is already not the only one.
It is in no way in the interest of Slovenia that such a company has headquarters in another
country. Today a company can do business everywhere. This is what globalization brought
about. And the country that does not assure better conditions loses.

Hermann Simon is originator of the concept “hidden champions”. Those are companies
holding leading positions in niche markets in their continent or are among three leading in
the world. They are neither big nor well known. According to Simon’s methodology, hidden
champions are now being discovered all around the world. An extensive research of
Slovenian ones has been made at the Manager Magazine, where we listed 34 of them.

Internet Forum observation to the article:
I read his book, »Hidden Champions of the 21st Century« - excellent analysis of factors that
lead to success in business.
And I say to political parties and future candidates for ministers in the government, » please
read this interview and when you start your mandate, please stop »helping« the business
with bureaucracy". :P-

